
Barf ’s First Flight
teaches kids moral lessons

Children will immediately be engaged with the

originality of Barf’s First Flight, the first in an

adventure series that takes children around the

world. “The Adventures of a Sick Bag” book series appeals to

the child’s sense of humor in a respectful manner. Barf, a well-

intentioned sick bag, desperately wants to help those in need.

His friend Tiny the Tissue, feels the same, but the pair never

quite arrive in time to help. A cast of endearing characters,

including Snooty French Linen and Peppy Dot on the Spot,

bring to life a moral virtue in each story; helping instill in

children a compassion for others while introducing them to a

world beyond their own.

“The Adventures Of A Sick Bag”
book series includes these titles:

• Barf’s First Flight •

(ISBN: 9780979258381)

• Barf On the Beach •

• Barf in the Hospital •

• Barf Goes Up •

• Barf Winds Down •
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“…gives parents entertaining tools that help
instill important values in children.”

—Kimberly Babwin, M.S., School Psychologist
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EARLY PRAISE FOR BARFʼS FIRST FLIGHT
Parents will quickly become fans of “The Adventures of a Sick Bag Book
Series” as each book teaches children to have compassion for others while
introducing them to a world beyond their own.

“Carolyn Newcomerʼs creative work gives parents entertaining tools
that help instill important values in children. Every parent who understands
the importance of raising respectful, compassionate children, will want to
bring this humorous book into their home.”

—Kimberly Babwin, M.S., School Psychologist

“A fun, creatively written story with a wonderful message of kindness. I
look forward to more of Barfʼs adventures.”

—Mike Knudson, author of Raymond & Graham—Rule the School and
Raymond & Graham—Dancing Dudes

“Entertaining and silly while teaching important values to kids—you
donʼt often find stories that can do both. Kids will love the characters and
their travels; parents will love what their kids are learning.”

—Annette Voege, Director of Childrenʼs Ministry

FUTURE TITLES IN THE SERIES
• Barf On the Beach teaches kids the importance of

cooperating with each other and being courteous.
• Barf in the Hospital touches on the very serious subject

of sick children. A story of hope and inspiration.
• Barf Goes Up features a trip in a space shuttle. Kids

explore outer space and the importance of safety.
• Barf Winds Down has the duo learning about different

cultures and lifestyles while in Mexico.
ISBN: 978-09792583-81 Age 2-8

Parents will welcome this humorous book.
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Barf ’s First Flight
The first title in

“The Adventures Of A Sick Bag Book Series”
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